THE BIG TEN #10
1. NO OTHER GODS/ NO DEVIATION OF PURPOSE/ GOD IS SACRED
2. NO IDOLS/ NO DEVIATION OF WORSHIP/ WORSHIP IS SACRED
3. NO MISUSES/ NO DEVIATION TO MEANING/ GOD’S NAME & PURPOSE OR SACRED
4. KEEP THE SABBATH/ NO DEVIATION OF HONOR/ WHAT IS HOLY IS SACRED
5. HONOR PARENTS/ NO DEVIATION TO RESPECT/ THE ORDAINED FAMILY IS SACRED

6. NO MURDER/ NO DEVIATION OF VALUE/ LIFE IS SACRED

7. NO ADULTERY/ NO DEVIATION TO THE COVENANT/ THE MARRIAGE COVENANT IS SACRED

8. NO THIEVERY/ NO DEVIATION OF OWNERSHIP/ POSSESSIONS ARE SACRED
9. NO DISHONESTY/ NO DEVIATION TO REALITY/ THE TRUTH IS SACRED
THE DEVIATION OF DESIRE
DEUTERONOMY 5:6 & 21
NO COVETING
I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the place of slavery.
Do not covet your neighbor’s wife
or desire your neighbor’s house,
his field, his male or female slave,
his ox or donkey,
or anything that belongs to your neighbor.
THE DEVIATION OF DESIRE
DEUTERONOMY 5:6 & 21
NO COVETING
THE PURPOSE OF THE RULE
THE PURPOSE OF THE RULE

WHY DOESN’T GOD WANT US TO COVET?
THE PURPOSE OF THE RULE

BLESSINGS ARE SACRED
THE PURPOSE OF THE RULE

COVETING IS A GATEWAY DRUG
FULFILLMENT IN JESUS
LUKE 22:14-23
FULFILLMENT IN JESUS
LUKE 22:14-23
TEMPORAL VIABILITY IS THE GAUGE FOR COVETING
FULFILLMENT IN JESUS
LUKE 22:14-23
COVETING IS AN ACT OF INSURRECTION
FULFILLMENT IN JESUS
LUKE 22:14-23
COVETING CAN ALSO BE BASED IN WORRY
WHAT ABOUT YOU?
WHAT ABOUT YOU?

WHAT DO YOU DESIRE?
WHAT ABOUT YOU?

WHAT DO YOU LIVE FOR?